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From: Mindy Stone <mindystone1@yahoo.com>
Sent: Monday, May 22, 2017 2:15 PM
To: HEE Exhibits
Subject: SB99 "Exemption of Small Modular Reactors in Oregon
Attachments: predictable nuclear accident at  Hanford.pdf

To Whom it May Concern, 

It is my intention to persuade the Chair of the Energy & Environment Committee, Rep. Ken Helm, to scrap/reject a public 
hearing on SB990 before it even becomes a discussion. 

It is my intention to persuade the Members of the Energy & Environment Committee (Johnson, Power, Barnhart, Bentz, 
Holvey, Marsh, Reschke, and Smith) to not pass and to reject SB990 for a working session discussion. 

There is nothing more undemocratic than removing the law that was created by the voters of any state, much less my 
state of Oregon, in 1980 giving the voters the absolute right and authority to determine whether or not the people of this 
great state should either approve or not approve of any nuclear reactors (no size stipulated).  There was never any 
ambiguity about the intentions of the measures resulting in the creation of O.R.S. 469.595 and O.R.S. 469.597 which 
were approved by the voters in Oregon that the people should have the final say in a matter so life-threatening as nuclear 
energy. 

In this day and age of the threat of nuclear warfare (Pres. Bush's declaration of a never-ending war on terrorism) which 
should discourage creating more, not less, terrorist targets.  After more than 50 years of a nuclear waste NIGHTMARE at 
the Hanford Nuclear Station, the largest SUPERFUND site in the country where every other week or month there isn't a 
day that goes by where some horrific event is taking place (incl. the news two days ago of a worker being detected w/ 
levels of contamination on his Hazmat suit from a waste leak or the collapse of nuclear waste storage tunnel roof last 
week). 

Is there no end to the radiation leaks from Fukushima reactors in Japan?  Do we, Oregonians, want to explain to our 
children and grandchildren why we chose to ignore the deleterious effects of nuclear waste and allow new nuclear 
reactors, REGARDLESS OF SIZE or FUNCTION to be built and operated because we allowed the state and local elected 
leaders to take the vote away from the people when SB990 was voted through the Senate and eventually the House and 
then by Gov. Kate Brown?   

I am writing to implore you, Rep. Helm and all the members oft he Energy & Environment Committee to reject the 
consideration of a discussion on this bill, SB990.  We know from over 70 years of nuclear that there is NO safe production 
of or waste from nuclear energy.  I have attached one article to this email from Prof. Hugh Gusterson at George 
Washington University.  If his article "A Predictable Nuclear Accident at Hanford" 5/17/17 doesn't convince you to scrap 
this bill then nothing will. 

Please scrap this egregious Senate Bill today. 

Sincerely, 

Melinda Stone 
Swisshome, OR 



17 May 2017 

A predictable nuclear accident at Hanford 
Hugh Gusterson 
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Last week’s accident at the Hanford Nuclear Reservation should have come as no surprise. 

On May 9, workers discovered a 20-foot-diameter hole where the roof had collapsed on a makeshift nuclear 
waste site: a tunnel, sealed in 1965, encasing old railroad cars and equipment contaminated with radiation 
through years of plutonium processing. Potential radiation levels were high enough that some workers were told 
to shelter in place while others donned respirators and protective suits as they repaired the hole. 

The Hanford complex, which dates back to 1943, produced the plutonium for the atomic bomb dropped on 
Nagasaki. Half the size of Rhode Island, it is often described as the most contaminated place in the United 
States. Until its last reactor closed in 1987, it churned out plutonium for the roughly 70,000 nuclear weapons the 
United States built during the Cold War. As the historian Kate Brown documents in her book Plutopia, which 
explores the uncanny similarities between Hanford and its Soviet counterpart Ozersk, Hanford has been a slow-
motion environmental disaster since its opening, constantly excreting radioactive contaminants into the air and 
water. More dangerous than the tunnels are the giant tanks of liquid nuclear waste: 177 of them containing 56 
million gallons of radioactive soup whose composition is only approximately known. The contents of some 
have to be stirred periodically to prevent the formation of hydrogen bubbles that would cause the tanks to 
explode. One million gallons of this witches’ brew have already leaked into the groundwater from tanks that 
were built to last only 20 years. The US government projects that it will cost more than $107 billion to clean up 
the site, with remediation finished by 2060. Few knowledgeable people put much credence in either number. 

It would be nice to say that Hanford is a unique canker on the US nuclear landscape, but it is not. It may be the 
most contaminated, but it is far from alone. At the Rocky Flats facility outside Denver, where workers 
fashioned Hanford’s plutonium into cores (or “pits”) for nuclear weapons, there were major fires in 1957 and 
1969; each sent plutonium-laced plumes of smoke over nearby communities. Enough plutonium dust gathered 
in the facility’s ductwork that some worried about a spontaneous criticality event—that is, an accidental and 
uncontrolled nuclear chain reaction. Eventually President George H.W. Bush closed Rocky Flats in 1992 after 
an FBI investigation found that the facility was secretly (and illegally) burning nuclear waste in the middle of 
the night. 

At Ohio’s Fernald plant, which processed uranium for the weapons complex, operators dumped radioactive 
waste into makeshift pits where it contaminated local groundwater, and blew uranium dust particles out of the 
smokestacks when the filters failed, as they did with some regularity. Similar stories could be told for the 
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nuclear weapons facilities at Savannah River in North Carolina and Oak Ridge in Tennessee, which hushed up 
criticality accidents while contaminating nearby air and water.  

There are three reasons these Cold War nuclear facilities turned into such environmental catastrophes. First, the 
Cold War American state, fixated on winning the arms race, put a premium on beating the Soviets at all costs. 
Producing uranium, plutonium, and weapons components was a higher priority than protecting the health of 
nearby residents or the workers at the plants, a disproportionate number of whom died of cancer. Ironically, 
since 1945, American nuclear weapons, intended to keep the country safe, have mainly killed Americans. 

A second factor was state secrecy. As leading Cold War public intellectuals such as Daniel Patrick Moynihan 
and Edward Shils argued, abuse thrives in the dark, and Cold War secrecy provided much cover of darkness to 
places like Hanford. For decades, government officials and the contractors that ran the plants were able to 
deflect civilian regulators, nosy journalists, local citizens, even congressmen, by hiding behind the skirts of 
national security. Officials defined vital nuclear secrets expansively, to include not just the design and 
deployment details of weapons, but also the secret harms inflicted on Americans through their production. 
Anyone who revealed the extent of contamination risked losing his clearance or being incarcerated. The harms 
concealed at production facilities were mostly caused by accidents and bureaucratically ingrained negligence, 
but they were sometimes deliberate—as in the now infamous 1949 “Green Run,” when Hanford deliberately 
released a substantial invisible cloud of radioactive iodine and xenon to see how it would disperse. 

Finally, we should not underestimate how novel and complex nuclear technology was in the early decades of 
the Cold War. Physicists, engineers, and technicians were still learning how the technology worked, how 
esoteric radioactive materials behaved in a range of conditions, and how toxic waste products were absorbed 
into the environment. As in any endeavor, you learn by making mistakes. Unfortunately, those mistakes left a 
legacy of contaminated Cold War production sites around the country that are beginning to look like a 
permanent archipelago of national sacrifice zones. “Will Hanford ever be cleaned up?” was the title of a 2013 
Seattle Times article noting how little progress had been made after spending $36 billion on cleaning the site. 

If the pathology of the Cold War was secrecy and an atmosphere of emergency, we have the opposite pathology 
now. Department of Energy websites catalogue the contamination in great detail—after all, the more 
contaminated the site, the more money Congress should provide to clean it—and official timelines for cleanup 
stretch interminably beyond the lifetimes of many living Americans. In a perverse way, radioactive 
contamination has gone from a shameful secret to be concealed to an asset to be milked. The cleanup campaign 
is becoming like the counterinsurgency campaign in Afghanistan, America’s longest war. It takes place on the 
periphery of American public vision; it greatly enriches contractors; and there is always light at the end of the 
tunnel, but the only way we get near the light is when the tunnel collapses. 

Hugh Gusterson is a professor of anthropology and international affairs at George Washington University. His expertise 
is in nuclear culture, international security, and the anthropology of science. He has written two books on the culture of 
nuclear weapons scientists and antinuclear activists: Nuclear Rites: A Weapons Laboratory at the End of the Cold War 
(University of California Press, 1996) and People of the Bomb: Portraits of America's Nuclear Complex (University of 
Minnesota Press, 2004). Gusterson also co-edited Why America's Top Pundits Are Wrong (University of California Press, 
2005) and its sequel, The Insecure American (University of California Press, 2009). He is currently writing a book on the 
polygraph. Previously, he taught at MIT's program on Science, Technology, and Society, and at George Mason's Cultural 
Studies program. 
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